Welcome to the Mare Nostrum
Today September 22 2022 You we have prepared
*Appetizers mixed : € 22
Eight morsels per person with different fish and cooking, for a view on ours
cooking style, prepared according to the availability of the market and the
imagination of the cooks and in quantities that allow the continuation of the
dinner
On request concave oysters special Sandalia from Tortoli ' (Sardinia) € 5 euro
* Pasta : 18 EUR/ 12 EUR (Half portion)
Potato gnocchi with prawns prawns and mantis shrimp, beaten and melted in
cooking with tomato, carrots, celery, onion, fresh herbs, a nuance of Marsala and
a grated mullet roe from Siniscola
Burnt wheat orecchiette with Neapolitan-style squid and squid, fresh tomato,
Apulian olives, basil, whole garlic then removed and anchovy sauce from Cetara,
completed with a sprinkling of muddica of toasted bread
Linguine di Gragnano with shelled mussels and clams, extra virgin olive oil and
garlic put and removed, fresh tomato, basil and parsley
Sicilian busiate of Timilia organic wheat with Neapolitan ragù of tuna
buzzonaglia, a little pork cheek, tomato and onion, completed with a grated salted
ricotta cheese on the plate
* Seconds: € 27
Raw Mediterranean with red prawns, pink prawns and mantis shrimp from
Liguria, langoustine and tuna tartare, seasoned with oil, lemon and Cervia salt
Turbot and Ligurian swordfish in strips cooked on the grill with extra virgin
olive oil and fresh herbs, completed with local summer porcini mushrooms in
different textures and tomato drops
Our bouillabaisse with capone, mussels, clams, shrimps, squid , cooked in soup
with fresh tomato, mediterranean herbs, saffron and garlic put and removed,
served with focaccia croutons
Ombrina in trapanese-style, potatoes, onion, capers, tomatoes and sicilian
vegetable caponata, au gratin in the oven with breadcrumbs with fresh herbs
Frying mixed fried with Sicilian extra virgin olive oil

For who loves taste more dishes, we recommend:
Menu tasting to Vs. choice to 60 € with the appetizers mixed, ½ first, 1 second, 1
sweet, 1 water and 1 coffee (excluding wine)
The dishes marked with (*) I am get ready with matter Before knocked down or frozen at the origin.
The dishes are changed daily and they might to contain allergens. To ask to the guys there list

